Comparison of Male and Female Rats in Avoidance of a Moving Object: More Thigmotaxis, Hypolocomotion and Fear-Like Reactions in Females
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Summary
Although male rats generally outperform females in many spatial tasks, sometimes gender differences are not present. This preliminary study examined gender effects in the Enemy avoidance task, in which a rat on a stable circular arena avoids approaching a small mobile robot while collecting randomly dispersed small pellets. Whenever distance between robot and the rat dropped below 25 cm, animal was punished by a mild footshock. Female rats showed thigmotaxis, hypolocomotion and avoidance of robot in the habituation phase, when approaches were not punished. No statistically significant differences in avoidance learning under reinforcement training sessions were observed; but females still spent significantly more time at periphery of the arena and foraged less than males. We conclude that females were able to perform at the same level as males under reinforcement despite different behavioral strategy. The thigmotaxic behavior appears to function as innate escape strategy in female rats triggered by the stressing effect of the moving robot rather than the presence of shocks.
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Human males usually outperform females in spatial tasks (Grön et al. 2000, Cánovas et al. 2011). Similar picture is seen in rats. Female rats perform worse in the Morris water maze (MMW) and radial maze (Roof 1993). Moreover, male rats have relatively larger hippocampus (Diamond 1987), a structure playing a pivotal role in spatial learning. Although the results on gender effect in spatial tasks in rodents have been recently meta-analyzed (Jonasson 2005) and sex differences confirmed, they can be rather subtle and dependent on various parameters, since there are reports of no sex effects found (Healy et al. 1999), or disappearing after modifying task conditions (Beiko et al. 2004). If animals are habituated for several days before training in the MWM (Perrot-Sinal et al. 1996), females perform similarly as males, suggesting effects of initial stress. Indeed, females have higher levels of corticosterone in the MWM and adrenalectomized females reach the same latencies as control males (Beiko et al. 2004). The stress elimination might account for the results where no gender effects were observed.

Second important issue is use of behavioral strategies. Females tend to display more thigmotaxis (swimming near the wall) in the MWM and this limits their performance unless this behavior is abandoned (Beiko et al. 2004, Harris et al. 2009). Additionally, Roof and Stein (1999) found that females navigate also by proximal extramaze cues (such as an experimenter...
gender dichotomy was found by Cimadevilla et al. (2000), who trained rats in an active place avoidance task on rotating arena (Bures et al. 1997, Stuchlík and Vales 2006, Stuchlík et al. 2008). Males spent most of time in the quadrant opposite to a to-be-avoided sector, whereas females walked into a zone adjacent clockwise to the sector, suggesting a timing strategy, since this area is temporally furthest from the sector (Cimadevilla et al. 2000).

Aim of this study was to assess gender differences in a recently developed „Enemy avoidance task“, a hippocampus-dependent test (Telensky et al. 2011), in which rats, collecting food pellets, avoid a moving robot on a dry arena. This task models avoiding a threatening stimulus and can be viewed as continuous updating of a changing information (Telensky et al. 2011). Avoidance of object moving in an arena has never been compared between sexes, but gender differences in anti-predator behaviors were previously documented (Shepherd et al. 1992, Klein et al. 1994). Exposure to a predator or its odor elicited more pronounced defensive behavior in females than males (Shepherd et al. 1992, Klein et al. 1994). Based on these results, we hypothesized that females would perform better in the Enemy avoidance task.

The subjects were six male and six female Long-Evans rats, obtained from the Institute's breeding colony (350-450 g), housed per two or three in Plexiglas cages in an animal room with a constant temperature (21 °C) and 12/12h light/dark cycle. Experiments were conducted in daylight hours. Food was restricted to maintain 85 % of the free-feeding weight; water was freely available. All experiments complied with Animal Protection Code of the CR and EU directive 2010/63/EC. Animals were titrated (0.2-1.2 mA) to elicit an escape response but prevent freezing. Behavioral sessions lasted 20 min.

The study was divided into two phases. Initially, we pursued 9 sessions of habituation, in which rats searched for barley pellets scattered randomly on the arena with the robot moving (6 males; 6 females). A training phase followed (6 sessions; 6 males and 6 females). We measured total distance in a session (locomotion and foraging), number of time at the periphery (defined as outer annulus occupying 1/2 of the arena surface; measuring thigmotaxis) and number of shocks (reflecting avoidance of a moving stimulus). Data were expressed as means and standard errors of the mean (S.E.M). Statistical evaluation of parameters from the final habituation session was done by Student's t-tests. A two-way ANOVA (gender x sessions) with repeated measures on sessions was used for analysis of the training phase. Newman-Keuls post hoc test was used whenever appropriate. Significance was accepted at P<0.05.

In the final habituation session, mean total distance was 23.96±6.14 m in females and 71.85±8.18 m in males. A t-test revealed a highly significant difference t(10)=4.68; P<0.001 (Fig. 1A). We observed that females spent 81.77±2.83 % of total time at the periphery compared to 51.59±6.23 % in males. This difference was also significant t(10)=4.43; P<0.01 (Fig. 1B). Although animals did not receive any shocks in habituation, we computed entrances into a zone around robot ("virtual shocks") during the last habituation session. Mean number of virtual shocks was 64.8±14.4 in females and 162.8±37.3 in males, again showing a significant difference t(10)=2.45; P<0.05 (Fig. 1C). This suggests that female rats walked less, stayed more at the periphery, and also remained further from the robot when approaches to it were not punished.

During the training phase, the number of shocks dramatically decreased compared to habituation phase. Visual inspection of rats during training showed that, again, females walked less distance, stayed more at the periphery, but avoided the robot with similar efficiency. A two-way ANOVA on the total distance revealed a significant main effect of gender F[1,10]=26.54; P<0.001, sessions F[5,50]=2.95; P<0.05 and a significant interaction F[5,50]=2.52; P<0.05 (Fig. 1D). Similarly, analysis of percentage of the time spent in periphery...
Results of this study showed that females were persistently less active than males in the initial habituation phase, displaying shorter paths, less “virtual shocks” and more thigmotaxis compared to males, which contradicted our expectation that 9-day habituation would suffice to familiarize with the novel environment and eliminate possible initial gender differences in locomotion seen previously in the open-field test (Tropp and Markus 2001). Indeed, our results indicate long-lasting persistence of fear-related thigmotaxis and hypolocomotion, probably due to a presence of the moving robot. Females did not cover the arena uniformly as males to obtain maximum number of pellets and preferred the peripheral part of the arena. Moreover, female paths were three times shorter than in males, reflecting lower foraging and locomotor activity.

Notably, female rats seemed to be stressed by the moving robot even when no shocks were given and generated...
fear-related withdrawal behavior, suggesting higher levels of stress. These results are supported by previous findings showing superior defensive reaction to a predator or its odor in female compared to male rats (Shepherd et al. 1992, Klein et al. 1994). However, we cannot conclude that females already avoided robot in the habituation phase since their decreased encountering the robot might be simply accounted by reduced locomotion.

During training phase; however, no statistically significant gender difference was found in learning to avoid approaching the robot (which was punished), although males and females used evidently different strategies. However, a detailed look on the Figure 1F suggests that in some sessions there was a trend worse performance in females. In the final session, nonetheless, the performance was almost equal. This may also indicate that female rats would be transiently impaired relative to males, but if they receive enough training, eventually they attain the same level of performance. Nonetheless, this issue requires further detailed study. The difference in strategies is again in accordance with Shepherd et al. (1992), who reported females to produce more intense fear-like responses when confronted with a predator. Our results; however, conclusively show that actual avoidance of a robot (measured by number of shocks), which is dependent upon hippocampus (Telensky et al. 2011), is similar in both genders, showing that both males and females perform with the same efficiency under reinforcement conditions. We therefore cannot support the idea that fear-eliciting stimulus compromises spatial learning in female rats as observed in MWM (Mazor et al. 2009). We suggest that water maze is more sensitive to gender-related differences due to higher demands on spatial cognition and more variability in terms of strategies used to solve the task. For example, females may tend to use different set of landmarks to locate the platform (Roof and Stein 1999). In our task, the only relevant cue is the robot itself, making the solution more straightforward yet hippocampus-dependent (Telensky et al. 2011).

The present study has two major limitations. The first is a relatively low sample size (groups of six animals) and the second is the absence of observation of the estrous cycle of female rats and its relation to the behavioral data. However, since this study presents preliminary data, a more detailed study of defensive reactions in rats to a mobile object including effects of detection of somatic parameters and neocortical lesions is currently being planned.

To summarize, female rats tended to stay and walk more at the wall of the apparatus, had lower locomotion, which led to approaching the robot less when no shocks were given. Under aversive reinforcement, thigmotaxic and hypolocomotion strategy of female rats persisted, but statistically was as efficient in avoiding the moving object as that of male rats. Thigmotaxis therefore did not appear to be mere result of shocking itself; but likely reflected the presence of the mobile object. Next studies in Enemy avoidance tasks are under development in the laboratory.
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